Light-particle accompanied fission is expected to yield results from which one hopes to learn more about binary scission configurations. As a step in this direction, we present a model that allows the calculation of the probabilities with which a given three-particle setup follows from dif ferent binary configurations. First results show the workability of the model.
Introduction
About one in every five hundred to a thousand fission events of not too highly excited heavy nuclei is accompanied by the emission of a light charged particle, mostly a 4He (see e.g. Reference1). The experiments indicate that most of the a-particles are formed at scission time in the neck between the major fragments. The angular and energy distribu tion of these light particles and of the fragments should therefore be influenced by the distance, de formations, kinetic energies, and other details of the scission configuration, because all these factors in fluence the initial Coulomb field which then acceler ates the particles to their final states in which they are measured.
After scission, the Coulomb field can be ap proximated by the mutual field of three pointcharges. Within this three-point-charge model, the trajectories can be followed back from the measured distributions to find those starting positions that best reproduce the experiments 2' 3. This information then helps to learn about pure binary fission as well: Suppose we have a set {a} of a-ternary confi gurations whose wavefunctions form a complete orthonormal basis {^"t}; the conditional probabili ties pb|a that the a-ternary state came from the bina ry state b is then given by the overlap ] ( <5aT | Vb) |2-If we take the probability distribution from the three-point charge model and calculate the overlap as described in this paper, we can then calculate the probability to find a certain binary state b in the fission process as pb = 2 pb'a Pa • a * Supported by the Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie (BMFT), and by the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI). Reprints requests to: Prof. Dr. W. Greiner, Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Frankfurt (Main), D-6000 Frankfurt (Main).
The wave functions for the binary states are taken from the two-center shell-model of Maruhn et al. 4. -The three-center shell-model we used to find is presented in Sec. 2 of this paper. It assumes that the a-particle is created on the line connecting the two major fragments. This assumption is justi fied by the findings of Fossati and Pinelli 3 that the final distribution of the fragments does not depend strongly on the initial distance of the a from this line. -Section 3 describes the calculation of the overlap, details of which can be found in the ap pendix, while the forth section contains first results.
2. The Three-Center Shell-Model
The Geometry
The Hamiltonian of the three-center shell-model including spin-orbit-and Z 2-corrections might be represented in cylindrical coordinates in the follow ing manner
where T is the kinetic energy and + + (2) Figure 1 shows an example of the geometry describ ed by (2) , indicating at the same time the meaning of certain points and intervals on the z-axis. The centers of the nuclear fragments are located at za , Zß, and zq , respectively, zx and z2 being the points at which those fragments join each other, X = Zß -z a , ju = zc -z B,d = l + ju. These points define several intervals on the z-axis (e.g. z<.za, z a < z < z x etc.). Most of the 'constants' Table 1 . Details of the definition of the z < za z a < z < Zj zt < z < zb zb < z < zo z2 < z < zq z > zq parameters needed in the three- in the Hamiltonian are constant only within each of these intervals while their values might change from interval to interval (see Table 1 ).
The continuity of V (q, z) and the equations t1x V(o = 0,zi) = e r 2~(oz2z 2 , i = l ,2 , that define the height of the barriers between the fragments, determine c, d, and g. -In order to prevent the appearence od additional extrema in the potential V(g = 0, z) for low barriers, / had to be introduced. The condition for the appearence of these unwanted extrema is £; < | /o;.
In addition to £j, /o;, and ng , the free parameters of the model are the ratios of oscillator frequencies The influence of some of these parameters on the geometry and on the potential along the z-axis is demonstrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for QB = P C = 1, Fig. 3 . Influence of the parameters Pb , and / on the potential along the z-axis described by the Hamiltonian (2.1). Note the additional minima in the lower part of the figure that occur if e < f j 6. The Z 2-correction has to be chosen such that the matrix element will be symmetric, i.e.
where ß Z 2 is different for each fragment, such that ßi = -hXifaW w and lj is the angular momentum relative to the z-th center. The use of [ß, Z 2] + does not lead to symmetric matrix elements, because the definitions of Z 2 and ß are not continuous at zt and z2, and hence the ap plication of Z 2 on ß does not give unambiguous and meaningful results. The ansatz l2= ( V V x p ) 2 is excluded by the results of Dickmann6, who finds that this ansatz (within the two-center model) leads to energy levels that are too low for heavy, strongly deformed nuclei when nz is large. The diagonal term is the same as in Reference 4 .
The values of x, ju, and oj0 are mass-(and thus z-) dependent. This, first of all, necessitates the use of the anticommutator in V/s since they do not com mute with p and also the explicit definition of the matrix elements of Vf . Secondly, it forces the as signment of mass values to the individual fragments even before their separation: Each fragment is com pleted to a spheroid, the volume of which is cal culated and used to determine the mass number. -The ^-dependence of x and was taken from7, while 5 h oj0 = 41 A~1/s MeV .
Diagonalization
Since the Schrödinger equation based on Hamil tonian (1) cannot be solved analytically, H is divid ed into a term H0 describing three adjacent oscilla tors with identical semi-axis in ^-direction, a term allowing the fragments to have different semiaxis in the ^»-direction, a term H2 with the aid of which the barriers between the fragments are round ed and made variable, and the spin-and angular momentum dependent terms: H = H0 + H1 + H2 + Vls + Vf,
The eigenfunctions of H0 can be determined analyti cally and are used as basis for the diagonalization of H. They can be found by the ansatz z,<p, s) = r\n" (99) (q) V'n, 0 ) vm,(s)
where r}nv{<p) and "/z"1 (q) are given in 4 and vms(s) is a spinfunction. The equation for yj"z (z) has to be solved for each of the intervals ( -o o < z < z 1), (z1< z < z 2), and (z2< z < o o ) separately. In each of these intervals, it can be re duced to the equation of the Parabolic Cylinder 8 With this particular choice of basis functions all matrix elements can be calculated analytically.
Calculation of the Overlap
It was pointed out in the introduction that we need to know the conditional probabilities {pb|.a} as well as the distribution {pa} in order to calculate the probability pb of finding a binary configuration b during the fission process. While the pö's are taken from the experiment via the three-point chargemodel, pbj , a is the square of the overlap between the eigenfunctions of the two-and three-center Hamiltonians.
To calculate these overlaps, we make use of the fact that the overlap of any two antisymmetrized N-neutron-Z-proton functions, which depend upon A single particle coordinates 0 ( 1 , 2 , . . . , A) = (1 /1^!) ( /) ] ,
can be written as ( $ \ V ) = d e t A((<pi \ V i» • The eigenfunctions of the three-and two-center Hamiltonians H^ and H^ have to be calculated by diagonalization and will therefore be superpositions of AL eigenfunctions <pv°(r; PA, P s, ojö0) of H0f3) and Nxp eigenfunctions xp^(r;Pi,< o0t) of H0^2\ respectively; i.e. where (^v | X PN) and (^z i ^z ) are also given by (4), except that n and z, respectively, have to be substituted for a . n^ and n v are the respective numbers of base functions. The integrals involving the <p-and g-variabels that occur when the overlaps between the base func tions are calculated, can be determined analytically in a straight foreward manner, while the z-integrals, involving parabolic cylinder functions with different arguments, have to be integrated numerically. This can be done very fast and accurately with the aid of Gauss-quadrature formulae (for details see 9) .
Results
To see whether the theory outlined in the previ ous sections gives reasonable results, we calculated the probability for 36Ar going from a binary 18F-molecular configuration to an 160 -a -160 confi guration; the a just touching each of the 160's (for a sketch of the configurations see Figure 6 ). We Q -0.45 Fig. 6 . The three-center geometry as described in the cap tion of Fig. 5 and three two-center configurations (with Az = 10.1 fm) whose wave functions have maximal overlap with ^1°60_a_i60-simplified the calculations by taking the basis func tions only, i.e. by assuming that a = b = 1 and n v= n v = a . These assumptions are probably justified for light nuclei, because the I s-and Z 2-corrections are not ex pected to give very large contributions, and the dif ference between co0(160) and coe(a) will be small, especially when the 160 nuclei are given a prolate deformation while the a is taken to be a sphere. Figure 5 shows | Ca |2= |(^°o-a-»o I !P?»f-»f >|2 for the ground state of 160 -a -160 with QA = Qc = 0.8, Qb= 1, ' < 5 = 11.8fm and different two-center configurations with Q = (?i = Q* describing the de formation of the 18F's. As was to be expected from the experimental results (with heavy nuclei), the overlap increases with increasing deformation of the fragments; the probability for the formation of an a-particle is large only near the scission point at zlz^i 10 fm. Some of the configurations of maximal overlap are given in Figure 6 .
Up to a deformation of about Q = .5 (ß0 ^ .53) the probabilities given are those for the ground state of the 18F -18F-molecular-system. For larger defor mations (@<.5) and Az ^ 9fm, excited two-center states have to be taken, since the two-center ground state now contains wave functions with an n^-quantum number that differs from those of the threecenter ground state. The overlap thus vanishes as explained in the appendix. The excitation energies near the maximal overlap are abount 3 MeV for q = A5 and 11 MeV for q = .4. -The use of ex cited two-center configurations probably has no physical meaning, though. Rather, it is due to the fact that we took basis functions only. The overlap between the ground states of the total Hamiltonians, which, especially, round the edges where the frag ments are joint together, most probably will not vanish, because the 'excited' basis states are then mixed into the ground states.
Using three 12C nuclei in contact (see insert of Fig. 7 ) and the same two-center configurations as |C3F |2= | <^c_ 12c-x2C| < F_ 18F> I2-above, one may calculate the relative probability of 'true' ternary fission of 36Ar.
'Ca fI2= I(<^2C-12C-12C
is plotted in Figure 7 . Again, the results are as ex pected:
The maximum is about an order of magni tude smaller than the maximal probability for a-fission with the same two-center deformation and the maximum increases as the two fragments get more deformed. -It should be noted that the maximum occurs at a smaller separation of the two 18F's. This is reasonable in light of the results of Diehl et a l.10 who showed (within the liquid drop model) that for light nuclei the paths leading to binary and ternary fission, respectively, will start to diverge from each other very early and far from the (binary) scission point.
For heavy compound nuclei, these scission points are near each other. Hence we expect to find the maximal overlap for the real ternary fission of heavy nuclei to be at about the same place as the maximum for a-fission. For these nuclei, however, the angular momentum dependent corrections have to be taken into account. In addition, the heights of the barriers between the fragments will be important degrees of freedom. Thus, the eigenfunctions of the complete Hamiltonians have to be used.
Our model -even in its most simple formshows its usefulness. It is now necessary to start with more detailed calculations. We hope to present the comparison of binary, a-ternary, and real ternary fission, and of ternary mass distributions in the near future.
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